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Abstract

Background: Although universal testing for mismatch repair deficiency (dMMR) has been recommended to all colorectal
cancer (CRC) patients, related evidence for the Chinese population is lacking. Here, we investigated the prevalence and
clinicopathological features of dMMR patients in a large Chinese CRC cohort.
Methods: We included 7,373 CRC patients treated at four Chinese medical centers between August 2010 and September 2016.
Patients’ baseline characteristics and pathological features were recorded. The clinicopathological features were compared
between patients with MLH1/PMS2 deficiency (dMLH1/PMS2) and MSH2/MSH6 deficiency (dMSH2/MSH6).
Results: Among the investigated patients, 654 (8.9%) were identified with dMMR CRCs and, of them, 401 (61.3%) were males,
with a median age of 55 years (range, 22–87 years); 355 (54.3%) had stage II CRC based on American Joint Committee on
Cancer 8th edition. The prevalence of the dMLH1/PMS2 group and the dMSH2/MSH6 group were 51.5% (337/654) and 25.1%
(164/654), respectively. Compared with dMSH2/MSH6 patients, those with dMLH1/PMS2 were older (57 vs 52 years, P<0.001),
more likely to be female (45.7% vs 31.5%, P¼0.004), prone to having tumors located in the right-hand side of the colon
(59.0% vs 47.6%, P¼0.015), and less likely to have a family history of tumors (29.7% vs 43.3%, P¼0.003).
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Conclusions: The prevalence of dMMR in Chinese CRC patients was low, especially in the dMLH1/PMS2 group.
The clinicopathological features were different between dMMR subgroups.
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Introduction

The DNA mismatch repair (MMR) system maintains genomic
stability [1]. Mismatch repair deficiency (dMMR), usually caused
by germline variants or epigenetic alterations in MMR genes,
has been found to be associated with an elevated spontaneous
mutation rate and cancer development [2]. Universal MMR test-
ing is now recommended by the National Comprehensive
Cancer Network guidelines [3] to all colorectal cancer (CRC)
patients, as it was observed to be a prognostic factor for CRC [4],
a predictive biomarker for immune checkpoint inhibitor [5] and
chemotherapy with 5-fluorouracil alone [4], as well as an indica-
tor for Lynch syndrome (LS) screening [6].

With the increasing burden of colorectal cancer both world-
wide and in China [7], recent studies have found that �15% of
CRC had dMMR worldwide [6, 8], but this incidence in Asian
patients was comparatively much smaller (6%–11%) [9, 10], sug-
gesting that ethnic diversity might play an important role in the
prevalence of dMMR. Based on the findings of our previous re-
search, we hypothesize that ethnicity might indeed be related
to the observed differences in molecular features of LS between
Chinese CRC patients and the Western populations [11]. Herein,
we collected the MMR immunohistochemical (IHC) test results
from four Chinese medical centers to investigate the prevalence
of dMMR in a large cohort of CRC patients and to further evalu-
ate their association with the patients’ clinicopathological
features.

Material and methods
Case inclusion and stratification

Data for this retrospective study were collected from four
Chinese medical centers, namely the Sun Yat-sen University
Cancer Center (Guangzhou, China), Zhejiang Cancer Hospital
(Hangzhou, China), the First Affiliated Hospital of Guangzhou
Medical University (Guangzhou, China), and the First Affiliated
Hospital of Kunming Medical University (Kunming, China). The
inclusion criteria comprised: (i) patients who had surgical resec-
tion for newly diagnosed colorectal adenocarcinoma between
August 2010 and September 2016 and (ii) dMMR status detected
using IHC tests in tumor tissues. Patients with insufficient tu-
mor tissues for IHC tests were excluded. The screening strategy
is detailed in Figure 1. All data in our study have been recorded
at Sun Yat-sen University Cancer Center for future reference
(number RDDA2020001385).

Immunohistochemistry test

IHC tests for the MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, and PMS2 proteins were
performed on tumors and adjacent normal tissues. All speci-
mens were prepared as 4-lm fixed formalin paraffin-embedded
sections. Protein deficiency was defined as negative nuclear
staining in tumor cells and the presence of nuclear staining in
normal tissues, whereas positive expression was defined as nu-
clear staining in tumor cells consistent with labeling in control
cells. Patients with MLH1 deficiency alone or together with
PMS2 deficiency were stratified into a dMLH1/PMS2 group and

those with MSH2 deficiency alone or together with MSH6 defi-
ciency were stratified into a dMSH2/MSH6 group.

Statistical analysis

Descriptive statistical methods were used to analyse demo-
graphic data. Data for continuous and discrete variables are pre-
sented as their corresponding mean and median, respectively.
The comparison between group expression patterns was carried
out using the t-test, chi-squared test, or Kruskal–Wallis test. All
P-values of <0.05 were considered statistically significant.
Statistical analyses were performed using the SPSS software,
version 19.0 (Chicago, IL, USA).

Results
Baseline characteristics

A total of 7,373 CRC patients from four medical centers were en-

rolled in our study, among whom 654 (8.9%) was identified with
dMMR CRCs. The prevalence of dMLH1/PMS2 and dMSH2/MSH6
was 51.5% (337/654) and 25.1% (164/654), respectively. The base-
line characteristics of the 654 dMMR patients are presented in
Table 1. Of them, 401 (61.3%) were males, with a median age of
55 years (range, 22–87 years) (Figure 2A); 229 (35.0%) patients
were younger than 50 years old, whereas 85 (13.0%) were
>70 years old. There were 223 (34.1%) patients who had a family
history of LS-related cancers, with a younger median age than
that of patients without tumor family history (51 vs 57 years,
P¼ 0.003) (Figure 2B). For dMMR patients >70 years old, 76.5%

Figure 1. Flow diagram of the screening strategy and main results of the study.

CRC, colorectal cancer; dMMR, mismatch repair deficiency; pMMR, mismatch re-

pair proficiency; IHC, immunohistochemistry.
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(65/85) had no tumor family history. The right-hand side of the
colon was the most common location (n¼ 340; 52.0%) for dMMR
CRCs, followed by the left-hand side of the colon (n¼ 146; 22.3%)
and the rectum (n¼ 144; 22.0%).

Pathological features and staging

Lymphovascular and perineural invasion occurred in 19.6%
(128/654) and 14.4% (94/654) of dMMR patients, respectively.
Histologically, 38.2% (250/654) of the patients were diagnosed
with mucinous carcinoma and 28.3% (180/654) of the cases were
classified as poorly differentiated. Among the 654 patients,
531 (81.2%) had advanced T category (T3/4) disease, 169 (25.8%)
had lymph-node metastasis, 75 (11.5%) had distant metastasis,
and 355 (54.3%) had stage II CRC based on American Joint
Committee on Cancer 8th edition.

Clinicopathological features between the two dMMR
subgroups

Compared with the dMSH2/MSH6 group, patients in the dMLH1/
PMS2 group were older (57 vs 52 years, P< 0.001), more likely to
be female (45.7% vs 31.5%, P¼ 0.004), prone to having tumors lo-
cated in the right-hand side of the colon (59.0% vs 47.6%,
P¼ 0.015), and less likely to have a family history of LS-related
cancers (29.7% vs 43.3%, P¼ 0.003). On the other hand, differen-
ces in tumor differentiation, histology of the primary tumor,
lymphovascular invasion, perineural invasion, and staging
between the dMLH1/PMS2 and dMSH2/MSH6 groups were not
statistically significant between the two groups in Table 2.

Discussion

Our study investigated the largest dMMR cohort by far in
Chinese CRC patients, in which a low prevalence (8.9%, 654/
7,373) of dMMR was confirmed. Further evaluation demon-
strated that subgroups of dMMR had different clinicopathologi-
cal features; compared with the dMSH2/MSH6 group, patients
with dMLH1/PMS2 were more likely to be female, to have late
disease onset, a right-sided tumor, and no family history of
cancer.

Since the MMR IHC testing has been gradually adopted
worldwide, the difference of dMMR prevalence among nations
has raised special attention. CRC patients from the USA were
found to have a prevalence of dMMR as high as 14%–16% [6, 8],
while, in contrast to a Malaysian study, only 6.2% of patients
consisting of Chinese migrants had CRCs with dMMR [9]. Our
previous single-center study showed that abnormal IHC results
were detected in 10.2% (330/3,250) of CRC patients, and most of
them were from Southern China [11]. In this current study, the
patients from the four medical centers were from different parts
of China. So, the epidemiological data were more convincing
and a great supplementation to the ethnic diversity of dMMR
CRCs. Interestingly, the spectrum of dMMR was different from
that in Western patients as well. An Australian population-
based study found that dMLH1/PMS2 patients accounted for
83.7% of all dMMR CRCs [12], while only 51.5% of the dMMR
patients in our cohort were dMLH1/PMS2. One possible explana-
tion for this dissimilarity might be the difference in frequency
of MLH1 promoter methylation, which is responsible for a large
number of MMR somatic mutations and contributes to nearly
80% of MLH1 deficiency [13]. Hence, it is supposed that Chinese
CRC patients were less likely to have MLH1 promoter hyperme-
thylation and this may have resulted in fewer patients with
dMMR tumors.

It is well known that CRC patients with dMMR are usually
diagnosed at an early age, located in the right-hand side of the
colon, and have good prognoses [14, 15]. In this present study,
35.0% of the CRC patients with dMMR were diagnosed before

Table 1. Baseline characteristics of 654 colorectal cancer patients
with mismatch repair deficiency

Characteristic No. of cases (%)

Sex
Female 253 (38.7)
Male 401 (61.3)

Age (years)
<50 229 (35.0)
50� 186 (28.4)
60� 154 (23.5)
70� 85 (13.0)

Tumor site
Right colon 340 (52.0)
Left colon 146 (22.3)
Rectum 144 (22.0)
Multiple locations 24 (3.7)

Family history
Yes 223 (34.1)
No 431 (65.9)

Tumor differentiation
Well or moderate 433 (66.2)
Poor 185 (28.3)
N.A. 36 (5.5)

Histology of primary tumor
Adenocarcinoma 400 (61.2)
Mucinous adenocarcinoma 250 (38.2)
Others 4 (0.6)

Lymphovascular invasion
Yes 128 (19.6)
No 522 (79.8)
N.A. 4 (0.6)

Perineural invasion
Yes 94 (14.4)
No 555 (84.9)
N.A. 5 (0.7)

T category
Tis 2 (0.3)
1 27 (4.1)
2 90 (13.8)
3 287 (43.9)
4 244 (37.3)
Tx 4 (0.6)

N category
0 480 (73.4)
1 123 (18.8)
2 46 (7.0)
Nx 5 (0.8)

M category
0 576 (88.1)
1 75 (11.5)
Mx 3 (0.4)

Stage
0 1 (0.2)
I 104 (15.9)
II 355 (54.3)
III 115 (17.6)
IV 75 (11.5)
N.A. 4 (0.6)

N.A., not available.
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50 years old and most of them had stage II disease. However,
13.0% of the dMMR patients were diagnosed after their 70s.
The dMMR patients with a family history of LS-related cancers
had a significantly earlier age of CRC onset as compared to
those without a tumor family history. This phenomenon may
be attributed to the heterogeneity between germline and spo-
radic dMMR in CRCs. As a result, genetic tests may help to fur-
ther stratify dMMR CRCs and provide better guidance for clinical
management.

Another notable finding from our present study was the
clinicopathological differences between the dMLH1/PMS2 and
dMSH2/MSH6 groups. The reason for such differences was prob-
ably related to certain gene variations corresponding to the
loss of MMR-protein expression. As previously reported, the
estimated cumulative risks of CRC by age 70 years were 41% for
MLH1 and 48% for MSH2 mutation carriers, respectively [16].
Similarly, patients with dMLH1/PMS2 in our cohort were more
likely to have later onset than the dMSH2/MSH6 group.
Although the MMR status could be evaluated either by IHC or a
microsatellite instability test, one advantage of the IHC test is
the indication of potential mutant genes. When genetic se-
quencing is not available, the dMMR subgroup could be used as
an alternative biomarker for individual treatment.

Certain limitations exist in our study. First, insufficient in-
formation regarding the methylation test and genetic analysis
made it impossible to clarify the etiology of each dMMR tumor.
Second, ethnic information was not available from the obtained
database for evaluation. Considering that China is a multi-
ethnic nation, the genetic background between Han Chinese
and other ethnic minorities might possibly explain, to a certain
extent, the different prevalence of dMMR among four hospitals.

In conclusion, our study showed that the prevalence of dMMR
in Chinese CRC patients was 8.9%, which is relatively low com-
pared to Western populations, especially for patients with dMLH1/
PMS2. There was heterogeneity among dMMR patients and it
caused clinicopathological differences between dMMR subgroups.
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Table 2. Differences in clinicopathological features between the two
mismatch repair deficiency subgroups

Characteristic dMLH1 alone
or with dPMS2
(n¼ 337)

dMSH2 alone
or with dMSH6
(n¼ 164)
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Stage 0.627
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III 57 (16.9) 32 (19.5)
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